
giratte and is the only surviving
relative.

O Somo of the speeds reached b1
animals.(expressed in miles per hour)
are: cheetah 15, gazelle 50, hare 45,
greyhound 40, giraffe 32 and
elephant 25.

O The manatee belongs to the
family of sea cows.

O The impala has lyre-shaped
horns up to 30 inches long.

O The black widow spider gets
her name from a nervous habit of
sometimes eating her spouse.

O One of the most backward
creatures, the crayfish has its teeth
in its stomach and its liver in its
head.

O In the southern coastal States
of America a gopher is a tortoise;
in the prairie States it is one of
several striped ground squirrels;
elsewhere it is a snake.

O Geckos seem ito be able to defy
gravity by travelling upside down
on the ceilings of houses because
they possess renrarkable adhesive
toe pads.

O "Teeter-tail" is a common name
for the spotted sandpiper.
It describes well the constant tilting
of body and tail.

O If moving on land, mink
carry their young by the scruff
of the neck; if in water, "pick-a-
back".

O The halibut is none other
than the medieval English hail-butte,
the holy flounder which our
ancestors made a practice of eating
on ocoasions of religious observancel

Mesages ReceiVed
In recent years, a great deal of

interest has been shown among
naturalists by the discovery that_
porpoises can communicate with
one another by means of sounds.
And many naturalists wonder if
there is indeed a "language" among
these mammals.

Dogs have a very extensive
system of communication, and most
of us can recognize some signs.

Experts can identify many more.
Posture plays an important part in
lhis communication. If you watch

carefully you will easily observe and
identify many'of these attitudes.

There are "threat" attitudes,
flght, and submission attitudes. ,

Paw-raising is a well-known sign
of submission to a strperior dog
and, in fact, when a doting owner
teaches a dog to "shake hands" he (or
she) is asking it to acknowledge
their dominance over it.

Most dogs qui'te willingly do this.
A dog will also show submission

by lying on its side and raising the
upper hind leg, thus exposing
the vulnerable abdomen and
throwing itself .or the mercy of the
more dominant or bigger canine.

Even more humility may be
expressed by the passage of a small
amount of urine.

Humans often become annoyed
when this takes place., in the
house or the car, and try to scold ,the
dog.

The result is usually an even more
copious emission, since the dog-
and this sort of thing happens
most frequently with pups-was
only being deferential in the flrst
instance.

Everyone recognizes the lifting of
the hairs along a dog's spine as a
sign of anger and aggression. When
the danger has passed, the tension
eased, dogs shake themselves to
return the ereated hairs to their

excellence
The new smollbore pistol ond rifle cortridge "Mouser KK 80" is cotching on fost.. Every monufocturing process ond
component.is directed towords giving keen shooters the utmost in occurocy ond reliobility, whether they shoot free
pistol, stondord pistol or smollbore rifle.
This cortridge sets new stondords lor .22 long rifle ommunition, from the precision with which the rim is formed,
through the. exoct control ond motching of pririing compound, powder lood, bullet design ond lubricont, to the finished
result; smoller groups on your torgets ond ?oultleis funttioning'through your outo-loodEr.

Whilst KK 80 is stondord velocity ommunition, in chronogroph testing it hos shown lower shot-to-shot
velocity voriotions thon oll other populor bronds.
Its -velocity ond recoil chorccteristics ore bolonced to give hormonic functioning in outomotic weopons
ond minimum displocement from igniton to the exit of the bullet from the muzzle.
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